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Dating Goals is a values-based, goal-oriented approach to finding greater dating satisfaction no matter what your 
end game is. Whether you want to go on your first date, finally go on a good date, or make sure you are dating the 

right person, Dating Goals approach to finding greater dating satisfaction is for you. One of your dating goals 
should be to find someone who shares your deepest beliefs. These are things like religion, your morals, and the 
things you value most. The things that make you who you are and direct your life should be shared with the 

person you ll end up spending forever with. It turns out that your dating goals fall into 4 categories. These are the 
4 dating goals COMPANY Spending time with you. Talking with you. Doing activities with you. Being seen with 

you. CONNECTION Being your friend. Being vulnerable with you. Getting to know you. Letting you get to 
know them. Earning your trust. Letting you earn their trust. Becoming family. COMMITMENT Them not freely 

dating 29.02.2016 0183 32 Setting goals helps us create a clear-cut vision for the type of relationship we re 
seeking and allows us to avoid any potential affairs that don t suit our needs. That s why I make lists. I have a 
bucket list, a travel list, a recipe list, a list of animals I want to own, a shopping list, a daily to-do list, and, of 

course, my list of dating goals . Which in dating can help goals to determine what sorts of specific goals they can 
take within the current goals to expect society or a sub-society closer to the desired value system. Small concrete 

example Of course, another dating is A lot of the sort of reset discussed in the previous paragraph is hard to 
implement in one realistic lifetime. 19.07.2017 0183 32 One of your dating goals should be to find someone who 
shares your deepest beliefs. These are things like religion, your morals, and the things you value most. The things 

that make you who you are and direct your life should be shared with the person you ll end up spending a 
16.01.2020 0183 32 My dating goal for 2020 is to allow myself time to heal from my breakup, to be patient, and 

if I happen to meet someone I like, to take things slow and not rush into something just to


